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I. INTRODUCTION were wearing no dose-measuring devices,+ it is 
~3 analysis of the physical events leading to an believed~that the final dose values are reasonably 
,&dental radiation excursibn at the -Oa$ accurate (520 per cent). The doses were 
Ridge Y-12 Plant has been presented in the arrived at by the follokving procedure: (1) 
firs1 of this series of articles.(l) A companion Blood and urine samples were collected from 
nrticle’2’ is devoted to health physics problems the exposed employees; these samples were 
arising from this accident. The present article counted for radioactive substances: (Sat4 in 
describes the methods which were uSed to arrive the blood and P33 and Sa”* in the urine) as 
at the doses received by the individuals. Al- described in Section \‘. (2) A burro was 
tllough our main objective is to describe-the dose exposed to a mock-up of the,!ijuid assembly to 
analysis of this particular excursion, efforts Will determine the relationship of Sa”* acti\-ity in 
he made to present methods and information the blood and neutron dose. The ratio of 
&ich may be of use in similar problems. 

Very early estimates of the doses.received by 
y-dose, D,, to neutron dose, D,, for this particular 

the individuals, based on their know,c positions 
type of critical assembly was also determined 
with the mock-up experiment (see Section IV). 

at the initiation of the excursion and an estimate (3) A parallel program calculated these same 
of the total number of fissions in ‘the assembly, two quantities. The calculations, described in 
were unreasonably high. For example, the Sections. II and III, proved to be extremely 
fast neutron component of the total dose received helpful since they provided a basis for checking 
by employee 11 was estimated_ to have been the experimental procedure at various stages. 
1500 rads. Hence one must assume that the 
location of personnel during a substantial II. SODIUM ACTIVATION OF HUMAN 

fraction of their exposure time is .unkcown. BLOOD 

This fact, together with the fact that the The (“,;J) process in Na23 gives -rise to Xa2* 

exposed employees were not wearing any type which has a half-life of 14.8 hr and emits a 

of personnel monitoring equipment, dictates 1.38 MeV y-ray in cascade with a 2.76 MeV 

that the evaluation .of dose be based on the .-___ 

activation of body elements. Experience at 
i The personnel security badge did contain strips of 

Los Alamo@ in the Pajarito accident indicat-es 
indium which proud invaluable in srparnting the 

that of the body fluid methods, Na24 in blood 
exposed from the non-exposed persons, 

$ Because of complex physiological factors in\-olved in 

may be the most reproducible criterion of the interpretation of P3* activity in urine, this work will 

neutron exposure and, in particular, indicates deal almost entirely with the interpretation of N@ 

that the formation of P35 in urine is poorly 
activity in blood. Both P32 and Xaa4 in urine were 
analyzed by L. B. FARABEE, ORSL. In the case of Na:” 

understood. in urine, it appears possible to correlate activity with 
In spite of the fact that the exposed individuals neutron dose, particularly if the lint void after exposure 

is not used and if samples are collected before new sodium 
* Operated by Union Carbide Corporation for the is given to the exposed individual. In the case of P31, the 

U.S. .%tomic Energy Commission. difficulties reported in Ref. 3 were encountered. 
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cross-sec$on fin. this, yrocess’ will. follow a J/v body \\-ii1 be ca‘iculatcd under the assumption 
behavior fi-om the th&nz$,, ;re$on to’ abnut 

The :-cap~re.,~~~~.lt~~ &i the 
that the body is equivalent to a cylindrical 

300 .eV. phantom of 15 -cm rridius composed’ of soft 
resomince at ??.%I ke\’ has I& 
GOLDSTEIN(~‘. He finds a very I 
with 2 “,lY;nllrm .-r.nCE_.Pl.i;n* 
on1 
of 
neg 
the 
tYP 
thi 

the resonan 
experimental work w 
the uncertainty. However, it 
the neglect of epithermal acti 
not serious and this approximaGon 
throughout this paper. 

Thsa h,;rn,an ha-l., :a -.-i 

;.. 
:6ti &‘eimated by 

-. 
tissue. 

liarrow resonance Calculations have been made by SNYDER and 
‘1 ‘A ‘..LI.\‘.L‘U,II L..,,aO-alC...t,.~ at resonance of NEITFELD (6) of the depth distribution of thermal 
y  1 barn. It is easy to show that,the number neutrons in an infinite slab of tissue-equivalent 
captures occurring in -this I’esonance is material 30 cm thick due to a motioenergetic 

rligible cempared with those occurring at broad beam irradiation by normally incident 
rmal energies for slowing-down spectra. fast neutrons. The thermal neutron flux 
‘ical of hydrogenous media. GOLDSTEIN notes distribution is proportional to the curves 
t some uncertainty exists in his estimate of labelled T, in Figs. 1 through 11 of SNYDER 

ce cross-section and that further and XEVFELII(~). From these curves one may 
ill be -necessary to resolve obtain the fraction of those neutrons entering 

is ,expected that the phantom which are captured at thermal 
vation of iWas is energy. This fraction is plotted in Fig. 1 as a 

wili 1 JL‘made function of the.incident neutron energy. Also 

LzIb llUlflllll uvUr XJ JbVLIwJ-mean free. paths 
plotted are values for the fraction t(E) captured 

:k for f&t neutrons. Consequently, 
in a right cylinder of 1.5 cm radius, obtained 

the from the slab data by making approximate 
that a fast neutron will be captured corrections for thermal and fast leakage through 
1 neutron is.not very sensitive to its the surface of the cylinder. The fast leakage was 
y. Thus the body is roughly equi- calculated by simply averaging over the path 

~~ .~.1nter”(5) used so much in length distribution in a cylinder irradiated 
Itron flux measurements. T&z activation of nortnal to’its axis, taking the attenuation kernels 
merits in the. blood should be a valid measure 
the averaqe thermal flux throughout the 

for plane slab penetration from the data gi\-en 
by SS~DER and SELFELD(~). The thermal 

thic 
probability I 
as a therma 
initial energ- 
valent to the “long c< 
neL 
elei 
of 
body aid hen:e of th 
energies. velocitv diffusion theory to those neutrons 

This assumption is’ basic to the procedure which ilavc eate 
described below for calculatirig the dose to 
those exposed in the nuclear excursion. The capture f>action Tar a cylindrical phantom are 

le total flux incident at all leakaxe was determined by applying one 

red the thermal re.gion while in 
the cylinder. hIore accurate calculations of the 

FIG. 1. Tb&mI neutron capture probability in a phantom. 
‘. 

. . 
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I,r ,~.rual to the asis of the cyhnder, b>- noting that ‘.. al,sorption cross-sccti<)n of O..i.iti 1xmts.t”’ One 
t]!(’ number of neutrons in the energy interval finds, approximately 
d/i at E striking rhe cylinder is Al;‘i&E)dE, **i 
&cre (4(E)dl: is .the fast neutrou flux (O/cma-set) 
in the energy interval dE at E, t is the irradiation D I 

D,\E’:d\l:“. (IL< 

tiklbe, and A, is the area of the cylinder-projected 
+ g 5.9 >i 10’3 y’!, 
SIj 

o11 a surface normal to the beam, Of the total I 
5(E)+ ,E? dE 

.o 
,,,lmber striking, a fiqaction l(E) will be captured 
in the phantom and the fraction of these which 

(rad ‘,UC per cm3). (3) 

\viII under,qo capture in the Na23(n,y)X&24 It has been assumed thrnuqhout all of the 
procesS is &JZtY Wh ere Cxs is the ma‘croscopic work reported here that the spectrum of 
&sorption cross-section of Nat3 in tissue, and neutrons and y-rays in the neighborhood of the 
“ is the total absorption cross-se&on. A. Hence reactor is independent of distance from the -, 
&f: total number of: Xa24 atoms- appearing in critical assembly. This is thought to be a 

ill be reasonable assumption for the range of distances 
involved. Then one may write that the flux , 
&E‘i at a distance R from the assemblv is riven 

I  .  

the phantom as a result of’irradiatiorr w 
given by 

A,Z,;,t 
I ‘=&E)+(E) dE. ‘.’ 

At co : 
6; J(E,R) = -V(E)/4aR”, where X(E) is the 

If the volume of the cylinder is V and the 
number of neutrons with energy E per unit 
energy interval leaking from the assembly. 

disintegration constant of Naz4 is @c/atom of Clearly, the replacement of the body by a 
~a”*), then the total iVa*d activity per unit cylinc Jrical phantim for the purpose of calcula- 
volume, &‘, induced in the phantom by the tion is accompanied by some uncertainties. 
flux $(I?) will be : One must assume (a) that the blood is uniformly 

5 

s 

distributed throu?hout the bodv and hence _ ~~~~ 
.d = (S,,W) (&,,/X,) 11, t(E) 4(E) dE. il‘i takes \ I on a sensible averjge activhtion and (b) 

0 that the geometrical differences bet\veen the 
The total fast neutron &$t c?lli&on dose., - n, = n human body and the cylindrical phantorn are 

associated with the beam is given by ,Dn = ne.&gible with respect to rhe thermal capture ._ ~ 
I -2 . 

I 
ofinc--.---. *ident fast neutrons. It is believed that the 

D,(E)t$(E) dE, where D,,(E) is- ihe :first 
.’ 0 

approximations involved, will not lead to 

collision soft tissue dose in rads per unit inc-‘m’ I serious error in the result. 
n 17, 

31fXX1t 
‘. nux:., The Na24 method of determining the fast 

XI---- In I A\ cl- r-r-, c-^c --II:-:--’ PA”* neutron dose is most useful in cases where the 
rlCllc;C \Un,&z ,,, L‘IT; L”Lal 11iSL L”IIciI”,L ILISL 

neutron dose received by the phantom per unit number of thermal neutrons is not large com- 
activation, of ilja23 d1.e +n _ U.>v A:ctw-lha*+ncl Zn Lb L” a IILL%, UlJLllVUtCU 111 

pared with the number of fast neutrons. If  the 

energy like 4(E), is g,“-... UY ;.,mn htr number of thermais .is comparatively large, 
the bulk of the act; vation will he due to neutrons 

; 
r =D,@$$(E) dE 

which do relatively little damage to the body 
P  ̂Ilt - uv and ..~.~ the accuracy. of the method will suffer. 

J, xl-- 4 Y.. 
yfy”j,#(1.. , 

However, if the spectral distribution of neutrons 
is well known, one may still derive an accurate 
dose value. In most cases of interest to the 

The V/A, applies to a, cylinder with a 15 cm health physicist the thermal flux component will 
radius. The cross-section C, was calculated __ _ _~~ he small enough that ‘the Sa2“ activation may ” 
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be related to the fast neutron dose with good 
accuracy. 

III. CALCULATION OF DY/13,, FOR LIQUID 
ASSEMBLIES 

Following the accident it seemed desirable to P 
estimate the leakage spectra of the neutrons and 
the y-rays. The overall accuracy of the methods 
employed in the case of the fast neutron 
leakage is not easy to assess in view of the rather 
complicated geometry of the assembly and 
surrounding materials but the calculated spec- 
trum seems to agree reasonably well with the FIG. 2. Geometry used in calculating sphere 
measured spectrum. A more accurate calcula- transmission factors. 

tion is planned, in which stochastic methods will 
be employed. In all cases considered, only a few terms in the 

The neutron and gamma ray leakage spectra series were needed to obtain a good fit to the 
were calculated under the .assumption that the data. Then, one needs to calculate the leakage 
assembly could be considered spherical and the fraction through the surface at r. for a general 
distribution of nascent fission neutrons in the attenuation kernel proportional to e-+r/4nr2 in 
assembly could be adequately represented by order to determine the leakage fraction for the 
the fundamental spatial mode for a spherical, normalized distribution Y(Y) inside the sphere. 
reactor, i.e. proportional to l/y sin m/r,,, where The leakage fraction 9 through the surface is 
r is the distance from the center of the assembly given by 
and y. is the radius of the equivalent sphere at 
the prompt critical stage (24.25 cm). The 9 = 47~~~2 du e--cLQ 

s 
- cos pqr) (5) 

number of neutrons and y-rays escaping the 4w2 
assembly was calculated by using infinite 
medium penetration data for point isotropic 

where p is a vector to the volume element dv 
from the point P on the surface and cos 9 is 

sources and by integrating these data over the 
volume source distribution assumed. This the angle between p and the inward normal to 

approximate procedure of employing infinite 
the surface at P (see Fig. 2). The integration is 

medium attenuation data is dictated by the 
carried out over the interior of the sphere. 

lack of information relative to the bounded 
Integrating over the volume by first varying p 

medium. The error involved in this procedure 
while holding Y  constant and then finally 

is believed to be small. 
integrating over Y, one finds 

The details of calculation of the neutron 
escape spectrum will now be described. The 2?(puro) = 4r 2 
escape of high energy neutrons (E > 0.5 MeV) 

+~rdrS(r)([r,, + r] 

from the assembIy was carried out using 
x E2My, - 41 - [ro - 4 

infinite medium penetration data for fission 
neutrons in,water.(lO) One fits y(E,r), the flux 
of neutrons of energy E at a distance r in water x J52wyo + 41 +bo 
from a unit point source of fission neutrons, by 
an expression of the form, x [exp (-ruko - 4) - ev l-ArO + 411) 

YJE r) = 4;r g pw) =P (-VdW) (4) 
(6) 

where 

where the c0nstant.s A,(E) and p,(E) are 
determined from an empirical fit to the data. 

E,(x) = km $ eezu. 
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!50 ( 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 II I2 13 14 I5 supplement them by independent calculations 

iw+ in the low energy region. 

FIG. 3. Sphere transmission factors for an 
A multigroup, multiregion reactor analysis 

exponential attenuation kernel. Curve A is for 
IBM-704 codeul) applicable to water moderated 

a source distributed as 1/4nroer (sin ~+a). systems was available and was used for this 

Curve B is for a uniform source distribution. purpose.* Since this code is limited to a 
Gonstant extrapolation distance (independent of 

The leakage fraction s4,( ,LU,) for the normalized 
energy group), two independent calculations 

critical mode 
were made, one with an extrapolation length 
found from an overall group average, and the 

Y(r) = 4+-sin E 
other with a value appropriate to the high 
energy region. The leakage in the high energy 
region predicted by the second calculation 

\vas evaluated by numerical integration and is was not inconsistent with the results obtained 
given as curve A of Big. 3. from the ~infinite medium attenuation kernels. 

Then. the leakage spectrum N(E) for neutrons However, since the leakage spectrum was given 
ef energy E is given by rather incompletely in this range of energies by 

N(E) = C4W~,[~o/MW (7) 
this particular multigroup code and since the 

i 
diffusion approximations are rather suspect at 
these energies, the attenuation kernel results 

The attenuation data were fitted at several were employed. The results of the first multi- 

energies and the values of Ai and pi were group calculation of the leakage at low energies 

substituted in this equation. The result is were used. The resulting estimate of the com- 

shown in Fig. 4. Note that the normalization posite spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. The ordinate 

in this figure refers to one fission in the core in this figure is &V(E), where N(E)& is the 

rather than to one neutron so that the data total number of neutrons in dE at E leaking 

obtained from this formula have been multiplied 
by 2.47 neutrons/fission to obtain N(E). Since 

* The writers are indebted to Mr. V. E. ANDERSON of 

the results Of ARONSON el &.oo) are valid only for 
the Numerical Analysis Group of the Oak Ridge Gaseous 
DX usion Plant for carrying out this portion of the 

relatively high energies, it was necessary. to calculation. 
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Table 1. RelativeJEwc dens+ of neutrons for various energy regions IS 
;,. .- -. -;-;_ ____- --- __-- _---__ 

/ --_ 
I 

Normalkition 
, 

Enerw ranee I “I ” (Neutrons/cms,&,. I 

: (Neutrons/cmsj,,a. / ,Seutrons/cm2)theor. 
/ --. 
I 

Thermal 0.90 x 1011 0.45 0.08 
Total fast 2.0 x 10’1 1.00 1.00 

0.5 keV to 0.75 MeV 0.25 x 1O’l 0.125 0.30 
0.75 MeV to 1.5 h;feV 

j 
0.70 x 10” 0.35 0.204 

1.5 MeV to 2.5 MeV 0.58 x 1011 0.29 0.246 . 
~2.5 MeV . 0.50 x 10’1 0.25 0.250 

, _.-_-- . ..- --_ ___- --__ ___-- ..-_ 

from the assembly per fission occurring in the 

interior. The total dose, 
s 

m90(E)N(E) dE, in 

this spectrum is found to obe 1.08 x IO-@ rad- 
cm2/fission, and the ratio S,JJ&’ is 1.95 x lo5 
rad-cm3/pc [equation (3)]. 

As stated above, it is assumed throughout this 
paper that the spectrum of escaping neutrons 
does not depend appreciably upon distance 
from the assembly, so that in equation (3) for 
D,,/& one may substitute N(E) for 4(E). $ 
Although this can be only approximately true, 
since there is clearly an appreciable amount of 
scattering and degradation of the spectrum in u^ 
the materials of the room, one expects that this ; 
wil1 not lead to, serious error in the dose 
estimates. Note that the thermal component of 
the calculated neutron spectrum is smaller 
than one finds experimentally (Table 1). The 
higher experimental value is probab&y explain- 
able in terms of room scattering and is not Kr3 I. I,I,I, I ,I*I. 
inconsistent with the results of &JRST, h&u O ’ 2 3 4 s 6 7 

and REINHAR~T* on the leakage spectrum of 
ENERGY IMEV) 

neutrons from the Godiva reactor. FIG. 5. Prompt and delayed y-spectra. 

Three sources of y-radiation were considered 
in the analysis: (a) prompt y-radiation emitted directly from the recent work of MAIENSCHEIN 
directly from the fission process, (b) capture et &.(r@) and is shown in Fig. 5. The spatial 
y-radiation resulting from (n, y) reactions taking distribution of this source is determined by the 
place within the assembly, and (c) delayed 
y-radiation from the fission products contained 

spatial distribution of the fission events and is 
assumed to be proportional to l/r sin (TY/Y~). 

within the assembly. The spectral distribution 
I of the prompt y-rays, I’(E), 

The capture y-sources were obtained from the 
was obtained. following equation : 

* $3. S. HURST, W. A. MILLS and P. W. RJUNHARDT, 

unpublished data on neutron leakage spectrum from the 
Godiva teactor at LASC. 

rj = Y (1 -j,Jkj, ($)$$ (8) 
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Tab& 2. Capturt y-ray spectra ~_ ___ ..~. 

1 4 
: 

Element 4 / 
/ (MeV/Capture) (MeV/photon) i (photon&ion) 

-- 
I I 

Hydrogen ; 2.2 ‘1~ 2” 0.478 
Uranium j 6.8 ! 3:; 0.427 

/ 
i - l-O : - ---. - .-..-xz 

0.171 
.___ 

dlere composition of the assembly due to a unit point 

r, 
isotropic source having the indicated distribution . 

c photons of energy E, released from the of energy. Thus, 
jth element per fission; 

r 5 neutrons born per fission (2.47) ; [~wlprmnDt= K oaEUQd WW, PY) s 
.f, = neutron escape fraction (0.271) ; 

x ev k4W dE 
6 = microscopic radiative capture cross- rc 4m2 (9) 

section ; where 

n;, = microscopic absorption cross-section; ID(r) = y-dose at r cm from a unit source 

EC = energy release per neutron capture in 
(rad/fissjon) ; 

form of y-rays of energy E,; 
K = 1.6 x 10W8 rad/MeV-gm-l ; 

I’(E) 7 number of y-rays of energy E 
& = macroscopic absorption cross-section; emitted per unit interval from 

S, = total macroscopic absorption cross- 
one fission (photon/fission MeV) ; 

section of the assembly. 
,uot (E) = energy absorption coefficient for 

tissue dose (cm2/g) ; 
Uranium and hydrogen were the only elements B,(E, ,ur) = dose buildup factor;(14) 

in the assembly which contributed appreciably p(E) = attenuation coefficient of water 
to the capture y-dose. For these elements the for photons of energy E (cm-l). 
values for E, and Ey were obtained from 
GL.USTONE(~~). In the case of uranium these 

The integration was performed numerically 
using values of 3, obtained from the work of 

values are not well known but the total neutron 
binding energy of 6.8 MeV is accounted for 

GOLDSTEIN and WILKINS(~~-~). [D (y)lcapture was 
evaluated in the same way except that a sum 

correctly by the proposed y-spectrum. The over the j capture photon groups was carried 
calculated values for the capture y-sources are 
shown in Table 2. As in the case of the prompt 

out. ~The computed curves for [rr>(~)]~~~~~ and 
D (~)leamare radiation, the capture y-rays are released 

were then fitted by empirical 
formulas of the form used in the neutron 

essentially simultaneously with fission so that calculation, 
the spatial distribution again follows that of the 
fission events. 

It was not necessary to determine the com- 
WY) =-g&z 4exp C-w). (10) 

* 
plete leakage spectrum of prompt y-rays from 
fission and y-rays from capture. One is interested 

and the dose, D,, escaping per fission was found 
from the equation 

primarily in the y-dose escaping the system. 
The calculation of the leakage dose for prompt 4 = 2 4”LPA (Pi yo) * (11) 
and capture y-rays was carried out by first i 

computing the variation of dose Z(Y) with The treatment of the delayed _ radiation 
distance in an infinite medium having the presents somewhat more of a problem as both 
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the source strength and the energy distribution the assembly. This case gives the largest 
are strongly time dependent during the first y-neutron dose ratio used in analysis and ! 
few seconds following fission. The spectral reflects the fact that this employee was apparently 1 

Y distribution shown in Fig. 3, was obtained by the last to leave the 
normalizing the spectrum measured by MAIEN~ 

area. The assumed exit 
path resulted in a total y-dose which was 8 per 

1 

SCHEIN et ~1.t~~) at 6.2 set to the integral over cent more than the dose of the constant distance j 
the first 15 set of the measured decay spectrum. 15 set exposure case. This represents what is : 
It was necessary to extrapolate to obtain values believed to be the maximum increase that f  
during the first second. The delayed y-emitters could have occurred for any of the personnel. ! 
were assumed to be homogeneously distributed Cuse III (em@yes other than A and E) . These 
throughout the assembly because of turbulence employees were assumed to have received the 
following the initial release of energy, hence it full contribution of prompt and capture y-radia, 
was necessary to obtain transmission factors for tion, but, like case I, the delayed y-rays were 

i 
i 

uniformly distributed sources of y-rays. The received at a constant distance and, like case II, 
leakage fraction., L8&ro) for a normalized the first 15 see of the delay spectrum was 

uniform distribution Y(r) = 2 
o3 

may be 
effective. 

The escaping dose from delayed y-rays which 

written explicitly as was received in the three cases considered was 

~Bbd = 8 (Piz3 x P(Pro)2- 1 
determined by the same method used for 
the prompt and capture y-dose calculation. 

+ (1 + 2pur,) exp (-2/.46r,)] (12) The dose [lD((r)]&..+, was found from equation 

which may be shown by carrying out the 
(9) in which the portion of the delayed spectnnn 

integration indicated’ in equation (6). This uwm3,ell seen by the Jth case was employed. 

result is shown as curve B of Fig. 3. PD(aLd was then fitted by an empirical 

The movements of the exposed persons expression having the form of equation (10) 

subsequent to the initial excursion influenced and the escaping dose [DY](dJe)layea seen by case 

the amount of y-radiation which they received. J was calculated from the equation: 

In the dose analysis it ‘was assumed that each [D.$&,, = [T- Ai.9&i~,,)](J)t 
person exposed was exposed to a single nuclear 7 
excursion but that his individual actions in the Th 
few seconds following the excursion resulted in 

e results for the dose multiplied by 4irf2 are 
shown in Table 3. 

different y-neutron dose ratios. This results 
in a delayed y-dose slightly larger than that IV. DOSE MEASUREMENTS WITH A 
obtained by assuming a constant power MOCK-UP OF THE CRITICAL ASSEMBLY 
assembly delivering the same total fission energy. 
The following three cases treated were based 

To establish experimentally the relation&p 
between the total (neutron + y) first collision dose 

upon the actions of each of the individuals as and the blood Na activation, a mock-up of the 
determined from personal interviews. critical assembly was constructed and operated* a~ 

Case I (employee A). This employee was a low power reactor in two experiments. Fig. 6 

exposed to the full complement of prompt and shows the actual reactor tank surrounded with a 

capture y-radiation but, since it is believed that 
he left the area first, it was assumed that only 
the first 5 set of the delayed y-spectrum con- 
tributed to his dose. 

Case II (employee E). This employee was‘ also 
exposed to the prompt and capture y-radiation 
source, but the y-neutron ratio was adjusted to 
take into account an assumed 15 set exposure 
to the delayed y-spectrum and, further, that 
his exit from the area took him to within 10 ft of 

* This phase of the work was carried out at the ORNL 
criticality facility. 
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Table 3. Resulds of y-d we calculation -.-.--____.- -- 
: 

(be ~6. ’ 
Prompt.’ .,, 

(rad-cms/fissic? n) (rid-ems/fission) j (rad-cms&sion) (rad-ems/fission) 
‘I i 

Capture i Relayed Total 

-- _-. ._ -L ---.-----A 

I 2.06 Y 10-Y 6.4 x jO*O I 4.0 x 10-10 
II 2.06 h 1O-g 
III 

j 6.4 x lo-‘0 ’ 9.4 x IO-10 
3.10 x lo-9 
3.64 x 1O-g 

2.66 S IO-’ i 6.4 x IO-lo 6.4 x IO-- : 3.34 x 10-s 
I . 

---__--_ ----..- 

Table 4. Comparison of the mock-up critical assembly with the actual critical assembly 
--e 

Actual critical assembly Mock-up critical assembly 
-.-____-~--l_--- 1- I - .-__-- 

that a point on his plane of symmetry coincided with 
the point A where the neutron dose was measured 
in tl 
the 

he first experiment. The burro was chosen as 
expe&nental animal because (a) he is a large 

Diameter (in.) 
Height (in.) 
Uess cont. (g/l.) 
Total Uess (kg) 

I  

I 
22 20 

I 9.2 15 
j 37.4 25.9 

2.1 2.00 

which has been running at constant power for 
approximately 3 min, the time after start-up at which 
the measurement was -made. In order to compare 
this result with those given in Section III, this ratio 
must be corrected ta’correspond to the case where 
(a) the. criticail assembly is assumed to give an 
instantaneous pulse of radi&ition, and (b) &ly the 
first 15 set of the decay y-radiation is assumed to be 
effective. When the experimental results of &~&EN- 
SCHEIN et aLfl* for the spectrum of the decay y-rays 

j are used, the experimentally cletermined ratio&,/D, 
’ becomes 2.8 compared to the calculated ratio of 

3.09 given in Table 3. 
In the second experiment with the mock-up 

critical assembly, a burro was exposed in such a w ay 
- 
ed * This type of ionization chamber has been us 

extensively by the Neutron Physics Division, ,CRNL, in 
their shieidiig program. For a descriptio I b I 3’ DRAIN 

BALLWEG and J. L. MEEM, Standard Gamma- -.-, _I,..C.._,. 
Chambers for Shielding Mewuwments. ORNLiO28. FIG. 6. Schematic of mock-up experiment. 
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Table 5. B&d sodium for individuuh exposed and for in Table 1. The table also shows a comparison wi& 
.~experimental burro the calculations given in Section III. Using t& 

____- -x flux values measured at point B the first collision 

Blood sodium 
neutron dose can be calculatrd’ls’ at the burro 

Exposed individuals 1 

I 
(mg/ml serum) 

exposure position (point d\. -1 sulfur disc m 
fixed on the side of the burro facing the assembly. 
The measured value of the ilux was corr&ted for 
distarice and for Aux build-up: due to the burro to 

A 3.2 obtain the flux which would have existed at point A 
B 3.2 had the burro not been there. The first collision 
C 3.2 neutron dose at point A was then determined from 
D 3.1 the ratio of the neutron flux at point A to that at 
E 3.2 

Experimental burro 
point B and the neutron dose calculated for point B. 

3.1 Thus the threshold detector data when suitably 
corrected to refer to point A gives a first collision 
neutron dose at point A equal to 42 rads compared 

1 .--~-~ ,-I- ‘~- ~*-. I~ , (bf be to 48 rads using the proportional counter method. 

olooa serum is The value of the thermal neutron flux in Table 1 

n. Table shows that the dose due to thermal neutrons is 

hod serum negligible coppared to the fast neutron dose. How- 

ividuals. * ever, the magnitude of the thermal neutron flux is of 
--_c_I interest because of another factor. In Fig. 1 it is 

seen that the probability that a thermal neutron enter- 
ing the human body will produce NaN is about 0.4 aa 

lunted for large as the probability that a fast neutron wiiI 

‘am these become thermalized and produce a Na capture b 

r neutron the body. Thus it would be expected that for the 

F-6 pc of spectrum shown in Table 1 only about 15 per cent 

ron dose, of the Nas4 activity would be produced by thermal 

using the neutrons. This fact is of considerable practical 

e that the importance since it implies that it is not necessary to 

the case consider the spatial distribution of thermal neutrons 

:d object. in detail. 

is further V. ASSIGNMENT OF DOSE VALUES TO THE 
indication that the burro is a good phantom for a EXPOSED INDIVIDUALS 
man. 

samples were drawn from the burro and co 
Nati as described in the next section. Fr 
data the value of SrllD, for *is part&la] 
spectrum was determined- to be 6.0 x 1C 
Na24 per ml of blood and per rad of neut 
compared to 5.14 x lOA ,uc obtained by 
methods liven in Sections II and III. Nob 
results calculated in Section II apply to 
where a model of a man is the irradiate 
The close agreement of these two values 

Also, in the second experiment a series of threshold 
The blood samples collected from the individual 

detectors’ls,l@J was used to obtain information on the 
were counted with a 2 x 4 in. NaI. crystal (Fig. 3, 

fast neutron spectrum. The neutron detectors [Au 
Polyethylene bottles (4 fluid oz capacity) contai- 
th e 

(Au + Cd), S32 and PUBIS, Np 237 and U23s in 
whole blood were placed on the top of 

2.2 g/cm2 Bio] were exposed at approximately 29 in. 
crystal. The horizontal lines indicate liquid levels 

fram the center of the liquid assembly, point B in 
50 and 100 ml. Counting was done with a dii;:’ 

Fig. 6. The total flux of neutrons received during 
criminator set to accept y-rays above 0.66 MeV and 

the 42 min period for various energy ranges is shown 
2.0 MeV, The equipment was calibrated with 50 
and 100 ml solutions of Na24 in water. The counting 
geometry for Naz4 as well as the counter background 

* These measurements were made by Dr. C. H. (using a 4 in. lead shield) is shown in Table 6 for 

STEFFEE, Oak Ridge Hospital, using the flame photometer the two bias values and for 50 and 100 ml samples. 
technique. Although it was not possible to obtain whole A few- hours after exposure, 100 ml blood samples 
blood sodium values at the time the experimental work were taken from some of the individuals, and this 
was done, a subsequent evaluation of whole blood sodium was counted as whole blood without the use of an 
for unirradiated burros showed results not inconsistent anticoagulant. A second set of blood samples was ; 
with values to be expected in normal man. 1 

t The amouilt of exposure was determined with a z The depth dose curves taken from W. S. SNYDER, 
I 

Uss5 fission chamber which had been calibrated in terms Brit. J. Radial. 28; 342 (1955), and NBS Handbook 63, 
of fast neutron dose in the first experiment. November 1957, were used as a basis of correction. 
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Table 6. Na” counting geometry and backgroundfor 2 lp 4 in. SaI cry~krl at fc00 &ts levels 

I / 

Table 7. Nas4 activation and dose values for exposed @rsonnel 
z:- - 

I I i I I m 1 
Exposed 

;odividuals 

1 Experimental Theoretical / Experimental* Theoretical? I otal 
experimental neutron dose ; neutron dose / y-dose y-dose 

b4 (rad) 
I 

(4 b-3 
dose 

/ b-U 
_- ~-- -. _ 

/ 
I I 

; 1 j 5.8 x lOa 96 71 I 113 83 269 199 / 349 270 365 

c i 
j 

89 104 250 339 
D 86 100 241 327 
E ; 3.7 x 1W j 62 72 

1 
/ 174 236 

F 18 21 50.5 I 64.9 68.5 
G 18 
H 6.0 / 

21 50.5 64.9 68.5 
7.0 16.8 21.6 22.8 

Burro j 2.9 5 10-4 48 
I  

I  I  , .  I  
j 

I  

- . c  

* Lbing D,/D, = 2.8. 
+ Using D,/D, = 3.09. 

t&n about 20 hr later, but this time only 50 ml human blood with that of the burro blood, using the 
was used and heparin was added to prevent clotting. known fast neutron dose given to the burro and the 
This set of data was more neaily uniform than the experimentally measured ratio, DJD,. Mso shown 
first and it is the basis of the final dose values reported. in Table 7 are the dose values obtained by calculations, 
The blood samples were counted for several days to Sections II and 1II.g 
establish that Na= was the primary isotope being The counting methods described above are very 
counted. Very early counting showed some evidence sensitive. For example, it is seen by using data from 
of K42 in the case when the counting bias was Tables 6 and 7 that 1 rad of neutrons give a count 
0.66 MeV. ‘- rate due to Na” equal to 40 counts/min (at zero time) 

Table 7 shows the final results for the Na24 activity for 50 ml burro blood when the counting bias is 
(extrapolated to the time of exposure) for the exposed 2.0 tieV. Thus, since the counter background rate 
personnel as well as that for the experimental burro, ‘is 115 counts/min, a dose of 1 rad can be detected. 
Blood samples (100 ml) from the burro, receiving a With minor improvements in counting techniques, 
neutron dose of 48 rads, were counted: in the same it should be possible to determine doses as low as 
way as described above for the exposed individuals. 100 mrads with the Naz4 method. 

Table 7 shows the first dollision neutron dose, 
T-dose, and total dose obtained from the experimental 
data by direct comparison of NaH activities in the 0 The calculated values given in the table differ from 

the corresponding values in report Y-1234, Accidental 
Excursion at the Y-12 Hunt, (4, August 1958). The inad- 

; For the first few hours CP competed with Na*‘, ‘vertent use of a high value of the concentration of Sa” in 
especially at the 0.66 MeV bias. whole blood gave calculated vahks which were too low. 
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4 OZ. POLYETHYLENE BOTTLE persons may be established by de@& 
mining the ratio D,/D. for the mock-up 
facility. 

,4ssumption ~ 11 was checked by measuring 
the neutron leakage spectrum from the mock- 
up with threshold detectors. The neutron 
leakage spectrum from the actual assembly was 
calculated. Table 1 shows comparison of these 
two- spectra. The y-spectrum for the actual 
assembly was calculated with what is thought 
to be reasonable accuracy. Errors in dose due 
to the difference in spectra were thought to be 
negligible. 

6364 DUMONT 
PHOTOMULTIPLIER 

Assumption (2) may lead to error for some of 
the cases. It was shown by calculation (see 
Fig. 1) that thermal neutrons are less effective 
than fast neutrons in producing Na24 in the 
blood. Measurements of the thermal neutron 
flux for the exposed burro combined with this 
result show that only about 20 per cent of the 
Naa4 is due to thermal neutrons coming directly 

FIG. 7’. Geometry of the blood counter. from the reactor. However, for those persons 
at large distances from the reactor, the Na24 
method’may lead to overestimates of the dose. 

VI. DISCUSSION OF ERRORS This point deserves further exploration. 

As mentioned in Section I, comparison of Assumption (3) was checked by comparison 

calculations with experiment leads to indepen- with calculation. The relationship of neutron 

dent tests of some of the assumptions made in the dose to NaN activity was calculated for a man 

experimental program. The various sources of exposed to the neutron spectrum, found from 

error in the experimental approach and the calculations on the actual assembly, and com- 

extent to which comparison of theory and pared to the value for a burro exposed to the 

experiment helps to decrease the uncertainty mock-up. The value of rad per ,UC per ml of 

involved in individual assumptions will -now be blood was 20 per cent higher for the calculated 

summarized. The assumptions made in the case* 
experimental program are: Assumption (4) has already been considered 

in detail in Section III. Very little error results 
(1) The actual radiation spectrum is dupli- from this assumption. 

cated with the mock-up reactor. 
(2) Na= activity in blood of the exposed Acknowledgmetrts-.I number of people generously con- 

person is approximately proportional to tributed their time immediately following the radi- 
the first collision neutron dose, i.e. the ation accident; these include J. S. CHEKA, P. N. 
Na24 activity resulting from capture of HENSLEY, W. W. OGG and F. W. SANDERS. F. C. 
thermal neutrons coming from the reactor MAIENSCHEIN, J. D. KINGSTON, JR. and W. ZOBEL 

constitutes a correction factor. made the y-dose measurements, and E. B. WAGNER 

(3) The relationship of Na% activity in the 
and J, A. AUXSER made the neutron dose measure- 

blood of a burro, exposed to the radiation 
merits at the criticality facility. We are also indebted 

from the mock-up reactor, to the first 
to J. C. GUNDLXH and F. J. MUCKEXTHALER for 
the fission chamber measurements at the criticality 

collision dose is valid for a man exposed facility. Early work on Nas4 blood counting was 
to the actual radiations. carried out by F. J. DAVIS and P. W. REINHARDT. The 

(4) The y-dose for each of the exposed amount of Na in blood samples taken from the 
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,posed persons was determined by Dr. C. H. 
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8. W. S. SPECTOR, Handbook of Biological Data. 
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Ia designing and operating the’ mock-up reactor Sections. BNL-325 (1955). 
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